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Interactive Art
Meaningful Tech
Dr. Vanessa Julia Carpenter has a PhD in Designing for Meaningfulness in
Future Smart Products from Aalborg University, Copenhagen and is founder and
designer at Kintsugi Design, a design studio specializing in hardware, and
creating robust futures. She has worked for companies such as FORCE
Technology and SPACE10 where she helps them to explore futures and develop
smart products.
Vanessa comes from a background of interactive art and technology, where she
challenges the status quo and explores how to facilitate personal and
interpersonal self development. Vanessa recently launched the Nordic network
Women in Hardware (www.womeninhardware.dk) and is working to empower
women by creating a space for opportunity, learning, resource sharing, support,
and knowledge.
She is often featured as a keynote speaker and workshop holder for her ability to
inspire, educate and provoke, being a catalyst for change and growth for people
who need it the most.
WWW.KINTSUGI-DESIGN.COM
WWW.VANESSACARPENTER.COM

Vanessa

Focusing on an interdisciplinary approach,
Vanessa combines art, technology, industry,
and the maker/hacker scenes.

The following pages contain a selection of
projects from Vanessa's work.
To see more, please visit:
www.kintsugi-design.com
www.illutron.dk
www.geekphysical.com
www.vanessacarpenter.com
www.copenhagengrotesqueburlesque.dk

Projects

WWW.GEEKPHYSICAL.COM

Geek
Physical

GeekPhysical was Vanessa's company from
2008 - 2012. Before it's time, it focused on
creating guerilla marketing through interactive
installations that made people go home and
say, "You wouldn't believe what I did today".
To see all projects, visit:
www.geekphysical.com
With Nikolaj "Dzl" Møbius

WWW.GEEKPHYSICAL.COM

The
Touching
Booth
Photo Booth meets Kissing Booth in this interactive
installation created for LABtoLAB in Nantes, France.
Each time the photo is taken, half the screen changes so as
to allow strange combinations of strangers or friends – or
even two instances of the same person occur. When one
person touches the other, the camera takes a photo of one
side of the scene – when another touch is ‘felt’ the other side
of the photo is taken.

Cold Feet
Wedding
Bouquet

Fibre Optics
Fiber optic cables were wound through
the flowers and discretely connected to
the ring.

Galvanic Skin
Response Ring
The electronics were custom designed
and housed in a waterproof case.

Developed for the wedding of "GeekPhysical"
founders, Vanessa and Dzl, it demonstrated
for wedding guests, at a glance, if the bride is
excited (white) or calm (blue) via a galvanic
skin response ring.
The Cold Feet Interactive Wedding Bouquet
debuted at first, our wedding, and then at the
Bridal & Fashion Expo in San Paulo Brazil to
show a fun and geeky side of bouquets. The
bouquet was shown on Mais Voce, a popular
women’s talk show.

WWW.GEEKPHYSICAL.COM

The Giant
Printer
GeekPhysical teamed up with a Brazilian guerilla marketing
company, Espalhe, to use the Giant Printer to paint the walls
of the São Januário stadium with 1.923 handprints of the fans
of Vasco da Gama football team as part of an anti-racism
movement.
The Giant Printer is a plotter device, hanging from two wires,
which moves to an x,y coordinate to spray paint a surface,
drawing based on information given to it by a vector file on a
computer.

Tesla
Exhibit
As part of a 6 month exhibit at the Culture
Yard (Kulturværftet) in Helsingør, we worked
with curator and artist Casper Øbro to create
an entire exhibition around the life and work of
Nikola Tesla.

Musical Tesla Coil

Becoming Tesla

We interfaced the Tesla Coil (in
collaboration with Bo Thorning) to a
musical controller so participants could
'play' the tTsla coil.

We recreated a classic Nikola Tesla
photo by super imposing the old photo
with a new one so people could
become Nikola Tesla.

For the exhibition, we brought our homemade Tesla Coil and then we created the
“Tesla photo booth” taking inspiration from the
classic photo of Tesla, sitting and reading in
front of his high voltage generator.

WWW.ILLUTRON.DK

illutron

illutron is the Collaborative Interactive Arts
Studio / Floating Maker Space that Vanessa
was a member of from 2007 - 2018. She was
an artist, an events manager and the Director
of the organization.
At illutron, projects could be a small team of 4,
or a large team of 200. Many contributed to
concept development and execution; and
specialists built, coded, and made magic
happen.
To see all projects and credits, visit:
www.illutron.dk

WWW.ILLUTRON.DK

Pyrolandia
Pyrolandia is a large fire, music light and dance installation.
Goddesses, asleep for 10,000 years, crave human touch. As
they emerge from their metal cocoons, they reach out and
touch people, and affect fire, lights, and sound.
The installation consists of a large central multi-fuel cannon
which with computer controlled valves can give different types
and durations of flame.

Roskilde
Festival
Fingers in light
sockets

Primal drumming
for fire

Doing everything mamma told you not
to do - all in the name of playful music
making. As part of "Sound 9".

Explosion Village was a collection of
drums with contact microphones, where
hundreds of people drummed together
to create a fire explosion.

Over the years we created many interactive
installations for Roskilde Festival. The
Explosion Village; "Sound 9" - 9 interactive
ways to make music; ElectroLumen - hanging
off electrical wires to create shocking sounds;
and many more. Here we really were able to
experiment on a large scale with how people
interact in the world, in more wild settings.

WWW.ILLUTRON.DK

N7331227
After receiving 3 large, retired, industrial robots as a gift, we
tried to imagine what their life might become, in retirement.
N7331227 is an old industrial robot which originally had been
used to grind toilet seats.
At Kunsthallen Brandts in Odense, it visited with people,
interacting with them through computer vision, drew images in
lights, and had a wonderful life creating art.
See the TEDX talk, here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8DD2EpBXz1o

HTTPS://COPENHAGENGROTESQUEBURLESQUE.DK/

Copenhagen
Grotesque
Burlesque

For 10 years, Vanessa co-produced and then
eventually ran this Participatory Arts Party. An
event wherein every guest was a Participant,
and worked to co-create a universe which
lasted one night only.
To see all projects and credits, visit:
https://copenhagengrotesqueburlesque.dk/

HTTPS://COPENHAGENGROTESQUEBURLESQUE.DK/

The Baroque
Ball
The Baroque Ball is one example of a theme we had.
Featuring a "horse" drawn carriage, which brough the
Duchess to the party, a throne upon which the duchcess sat,
receiving her guests, who showered her with gifts, a troupe of
Marie Anotoinettes, who ate cake, jesters, fire dancers,
painteres, sculptors and anyone else you might find at the
court. This was one of many themes where we did extensive
research and brought the event to life.

In depth
characters
Creating unique
characters

Audience
engagement

We created archetypes for people to
base their characters on and had
character development coaches
available included in the ticket price.

Participants would create enchanting
ways of interacting with the audience.
Here, twins dress up to hand out candy.

Copenhagen Grotesque Burlesque is a
playground for the outlandish, the bizarre, the
playful, the joyful, the creative, the
passionate, and those who love to dress up,
engage with others and expand their creative
boundaries.

HTTPS://COPENHAGENGROTESQUEBURLESQUE.DK/

Performances
My mission was to empower the local performers and the
international burlesque community. We shied away from
traditional routines and invited those which made us ponder,
laugh, and be amazed.
Featured here: The incredible Michiel Tange van Leeuwen

Scene
As part of the preparation, we had a
decoration team, a character team, and a
team dedicated to the backstory.

In-Audience

Setting the scene

The evening happened in-audience, not
on the stage. People would jump up
and do things in the crowd, and the
crowd would respond by inviting others
to join them in their own interactions.

With a non-existant budget we had to
think out of the box. We used our
network to create beautiful, large props
using materials such as recycled wood
and paper, laser cutting patterns to
make an impact.

Our goal was to create an incredibly
immersive environment. As people entered,
they went through a ceremony, dependent on
the theme. Then throughout the night, they
would experience small interactions which
enriched their evening and they also
contributed with engagements of their own.

HTTP://KINTSUGI-DESIGN.COM/

Kintsugi
Design

Bringing together designers, engineers,
academics and artists, Kintsugi Design
creates opportunities for industry to
experiment, explore and disrupt their current
practices and future offerings using upcoming
technologies and human centred design
practices.
Kintsugi Design is Vanessa's company, where
she helps companies to develop meaningful
technology, with a focus on menopause.

To see all projects visit:
http://kintsugi-design.com/

HTTP://KINTSUGI-DESIGN.COM/

Meaningful
Vanessa wrote her PhD on Designing for Meaningfulness in
Future Smart Products. Her ambition is to help technology
developers to create future technologies which help people to
develop themselves, their relationships and work towards
purpose and meaningfulness in life.
Featured here: Fibo, the pregnancy wearable which allows
fathers & partners to feel the movement of the baby.

Electronic
Kintsugi

Touch the wounds

Traditional craft

Listening to the sounds of the wounds
of our everyday objects. Why don't we
repair what is broken and make it more
precious and valueable to us? That's
what Kintsugi does.

At Kintsugi Design, we value the
process and tacit knowledge that
emerges from working with traditional
crafts people.

Kintsugi is the traditional Japanese craft of
repairing broken ceramics with precious
metals whereby the resulting product is more
beautiful than the original: the imperfection
makes it perfect. Our name comes from our
work with a Japanese Kintsugi Artist – where
we together created “Electronic Kintsugi”.

HTTP://KINTSUGI-DESIGN.COM/

Workshops
Vanessa believes in rapid, iterative prototyping. She's done
workshops for over 15 years, teaching people how to use
whatever's around them in a given moment to drive
innovation. Her course, "What toothpaste can teach us
about fast, cheap, and effective innovation." has been
taught over 30 times to a variety of audiences and always
ensures new thinking and an appreciation for how to move
forward with concepts.

Methods

Process

Future scenarios

Ideation doesn't happen in a vacuum. It
happens with others, in context.
Vanessa uses a design thinking /
research through design methodology
in her work.

Using technology to demonstrate how
the future might look, and sparking
conversations around these futures are
the key to driving change. Vanessa
facilitates this through installations and
workshops.

Vanessa uses her experience from industry,
helping companies at FORCE technology for
7 years to develop consumer facing products;
from her work as an interactive artist; from her
experience leading workshops and user
centred design testing; from her experience
creating unique universes at burlesque; and
combines this to help imagine new futures.
Futures we haven't yet imagined.

Talks

Talks
Vanessa speaks at events and conferences,
moderates panels, and hosts happenings
because of her ability to combine many
worlds: industry, maker, hardware, and art. To
see her recent and available talks, please
visit: www.vanessacarpenter.com

Panels

Remote

Whether hosting or participating,
Vanessa has been a part of juries,
panels, and forums in areas ranging
from design to hardware development.

In today's world, we need to be flexible
and Vanessa has done a series of
online talks for a variety of companies,
inspiring, engaging and changing the
pace of working online.

Vanessa is currently a jury member for the
Danish Design Awards and a member of
Denmark's Design Council and also recently
launched the Nordic network Women in
Hardware (www.womeninhardware.dk) where
she is working to empower women by
creating a space for opportunity, learning,
resource sharing, support, and knowledge.

Thank You
I'd love to discuss this opportunity further with you.
Please feel free to book me for a meeting at the link below or reach out at
vanessa@kintsugi-design.com
HTTPS://MEETINGS.HUBSPOT.COM/VANESSAJCARPENTER

